Press Release: Austrian Industry-Start-Up is proving high Waves internationally

"Day of Plant Construction" at INSITE IT

Linz, Austria, 15 February 2017 - The five-year anniversary of the software company INSITE IT was
totally devoted to plant construction and generated great interest internationally. Plant builders from
all over the world travelled to Linz, the capital of Upper Austria, for the celebration ceremony and new
office opening. An intensive two-day workshop program around the festivities showed the numerous
innovations of the LMS software and how it helps to optimize construction projects.
The feedback on the opening was enormous. "Our partners came for instance from Orlando,
Düsseldorf and Vienna. The fact that they are so keen to get to know our company personally and to
experience the full potential of our software with workshops gives us a great pleasure", states CEO
Thomas Roithmeier satisfied. "Representatives of the world's leading companies such as
Thyssenkrupp, Voith, Siemens, Primetals, Sandvik and Andritz are great references for us."
With the opening of the new office at the Blumauerplatz in Linz, in a prime location right next to the
architecturally highly demanding musical theater, the team around the co-founders Thomas
Roithmeier, Florian Altmann and Andreas Simader fulfilled a long cherished dream. "Our old premises
in Raimundstraße were just too small", the software specialists conclude. "We have grown steadily
over the past five years - a new, modern office was logically the next step."

About INSITE IT
Since its founding in 2012, INSITE IT has continuously become a professional partner for plant
engineers. The software company, headquartered in Linz, Austria, and located in Chicago, USA,
develops software solutions for material tracking and construction site management for large
construction sites.
The goal is to have all relevant information available at any time and simply at the push of a button, in
order to minimize search and standing times, document deviations and increase the quality in the
processing of a large project. The Insite LMS Software and its mobile app for scanning barcodes, RFID
tags, GPS positioning and image documentation dramatically reduces working hours and allows
consistent traceability until the last supplied screw. With tablets and state-of-the-art technologies
such as GPS tracking, an optional cloud-solution and a location-independent synchronization,
companies keep an overview of large-scale projects around the world. Thanks to INSITE IT incomplete
documentation is a thing of the past. The software company already has many satisfied customers.
And they are getting more and more. For further information, visit us at http://www.insite-it.net and
follow us on Facebook und Xing.
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Pictures:

Foto 1:
The Start-Up-founders Florian Altmann, Andreas Simader and Thomas Roithmeier
celebrating the 5-year-anniversary of INSITE IT. ©INSITE IT

Foto 2:
New office and logo relaunch are the best start for exciting projects: Thomas
Roithmeier, Andreas Simader and Florian Altmann. ©INSITE IT
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The team at INSITE IT would be pleased about every publication in your medium or a mention or link in
your social media channels!

For further questions, further information, interview questions or if you are interested in a specialized
article for your medium, please contact:

Susanne Pfleger
Marketing
Mail: susanne.pfleger@insite-it.net
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